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Our 50 years experience in the field of nipple

A depth experimentation has been conducted with

drinkers and the continuous research of the ide-

extraordinary results. The 4006i stainless steel valve en-

al drinking system for each type of animals and

sures a perfect capacity associated with an “EXTRA-

growth phase have allowed us to create the

SOFT ACTION” water supply which greatly facilitates the

new 4006 steel multi-flow.

management of the breeding.

Highly strong and
durable material
suitable for interaction with any diluted
chemical product, for sanitary
treatments both for the lines disinfection
at the end of the breeding cycle.

Extreme manufacturing
precision
guarantees absolute product uniformity at any point of installation within the
sheds.

Guaranteed perfect capacity
and “EXTRASOFT ACTION”
that does not need to contain waste
water through drip-cup.

Features and Advantages

Inox Plot

The 4006i stainless steel valve is actuated very
easily from chicks of any genetic and weight

Inox body valve with
1/8 R thread

since the first hours of life and meets the water
needs of adult animals too avoiding splashes
and waste of water, encouraging a profitable
intensive breeding.
The product allows to use high water column

Inox Stem

pressures (about 30 cm), from the first hours of
life of the animal, avoiding the formation of annoying “air bubbles” inside the water transport
pipes that are often caused by the use of very
low pressures.

The product ensures a perfect capacity not
requiring the drip cup as containment of

Also it allows, under ideal environmental condi-

excess water.

tions and healthy animals, to reach the end of
the cycle with the same pressures, simplifying

It is recommended, however, use in combi-

the management of the breeding.

nation of pressure level indicators to allow an
immediate reading of the degree of satisfac-

The animal is able to regulate itself in the kind

tion of the animals.

of drink in relation to the growth phases and
the different water requirements (Multi-flow

These characteristics make the 4006i the

notion) that are also dependent on the differ-

ideal nipple drinker for a simplified water use

ent environmental conditions in the different

management in poultry farms.

world’s areas.

Technical Features

• 360 degrees opening
• Reference Flow Rate at 20cm H20: 50 ml/min
• Reference Flow Rate at 60cm H20: 140 ml/min
• No need to use the drip-cup
• Suggested use of the pressure level indicator

Opening Forces, +-15%
Ref. 4006i

Lateral Opening Force (g)

• Broilers|Quails|Pullets|Layers |Breeders

Water Flow, +-15%
Ref. 4006i

Flow when Vertically Opened
(cc/min)

Water Column (cm)
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